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ABSTRACT
This paper describes parts of the design of a debugger for a distributed real-time multimedia system. Emphasis lies on the distributed aspect of debugging, which means that attention is paid to the external behaviour of the processes. This type of debugging is useful to find communication or synchronization errors. However, experience learns that this is not enough: the debugger must also provide hooks for the user to use traditional sequential debuggers. This type of debugging focuses on the internal behaviour -or: internal logics- of processes. For the sequential debugging part a normal debugger like GDB can be taken. Three key elements of the debugger are events, filters and recognizers. By definition events are the lowest level of system activity that may be observed by the event debugger. Filters are applied to remove events from the stream of events produced by the debugee that are of no interest for the programmer. Recognizers are used to recognize behaviour -right or wrong- of the system. By combining events, different levels of abstraction are introduced, thus alleviating the task of the programmer.
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INTRODUCTION
Debugging is an essential step in developing a software system, since every nontrivial system contains bugs. However, no precise or elegant method has been developed for the debugging process; debugging is generally considered an art rather than a science. The introduction of a distributed environment makes the situation even worse, since this both complicates the debugging process and gives rise to new types of bugs. In recent years, researchers have developed some helpful debugging techniques, like event based debugging, for distributed environments.

With respect to debugging the following points are characteristic for distributed systems:
- It is difficult (if not impossible) to get a global state at one point in time.
- A distributed system has the tendency to be large and to have a large state space, which raises the problem of manipulating large quantities of state data for debugging at execution time, and the analysis of it.
- Distributed asynchronous systems are nondeterministic: two executions of the same system may produce different, but nevertheless valid, orderings of executions.
- Monitoring a distributed system alters its behaviour.
- Error latency is a problem in distributed debugging. Usually, there is a lag between the occurrence of an error and its discovery. This lag exists in sequential programs, but it is even worse in distributed ones.
- Interactions between the system and the system developer can be complex. The programmer must analyse the information generated by all the interacting processes. To make this possible a good (graphical) user interface must be provided.

EVENTS
The choice of events determines the lowest level of system activity that is possible to observe and implies a particular viewpoint on the system. According to Bates [Bates89] the rule of thumb is that each call or operation on implementation routines and structures is a candidate for a primitive event. For example, system application programmers would require a set of primitive events resulting from invocation of basic system services (system calls), e.g. task_create or file_open. However, there is a problem when only using system calls. The programmer cannot specify other types of events and is restricted to the lowest type of event in the system. A more flexible solution is to allow the programmer to define his own events. An example of such events are function calls operating on a shared structure.

In DEBUG, the debugger that will be discussed, events are generated whenever a call to the operating system or to user defined functions is made. This is accomplished by means of probes that substitute the original call by a call to a special debug library:

\[ \text{send\_message}(\text{destination, data}) \]
FILTERS AND RECOGNIZERS

Filtering is applied in almost every event-driven debugger. The debugger produces a stream of events generated by the debugger (the program that is being debugged). The purpose of filtering is to remove events from the stream that are of no interest to the programmer. It is of course possible to use no filters at all so that all generated events will be available. But filtering has three major advantages:

- It becomes easier to analyse the event information (reducing the state space).
- Less storage is required. The user is usually interested in a small part of all possible events.
- Less information has to be kept or transmitted. This is advantageous since this reduces the intrusion on the debugger.

The debugger supports user-defined filter definitions, which are based on the event format. Only events that satisfy some filter definition during execution are passed.

Filter definitions consist of three parts:

- Selection part. This part contains the type of event the user is interested in.
- Condition part. In this part the user can define restrictions for all the fields of an events instance. A field can be tested against a constant value using one of the comparison operators $>$, $<$, $\leq$, $\geq$, and $\neq$. Fields may also be compared with each other.
- Exclusion part. In this parts some of the fields can be excluded from the event instance. This is to reduce the influence on the debugger and the storage requirements. It can for example be useful when only the fact that a message is sent is of importance and not the actual data.

The filtering technique is used to make the events generated by the debugger more manageable. But even when filtering is used, the data can be too voluminous for the programmer. That is why another technique will be used to help the programmer: recognizers. A recognizer recognizes the behaviour of distributed programs and copes with the complexity and concurrency of distributed systems. It is used to analyse the interaction between processes and thus to alleviate the task of the programmer. This interaction can be seen as the behaviour of the system.

Behaviour of systems can be described in numerous ways. In papers written on the subject of distributed debugging, a number of methods are proposed for describing behaviour of systems. Examples of these methods are: behaviour specifications ([BFMSV83], interval logic ([HKK85]) and behavioural abstraction ([BW82] [BW83] [Bates87] [Bates89]). The recognizer in this framework will have similarities with behavioural abstraction. Behavioural abstraction allows the behaviour of two or more processes to be combined. (However, in most cases it will suffice to specify the behaviour on a per process basis.) Recognizers may be used in two ways. The first one is just to observe the behaviour of the system, which is performed by building high-level events from lower-level events: behaviour gets summarized.
The second task of recognizers is to specify important points in the execution of the system. If, for example, the programmer wants to know the value of variable x after the event sequence a,b,c, he can use a recognizer. The recognizer could return control to the programmer, so he can retrieve the value himself. But to ease the task of the programmer, actions can be specified in advance: each recognizer can have one or more actions connected to it.

\[
\text{SEQUENCE a : \{b ; c\}}
\]
\[
\text{DO action1 \ ; } \text{action2 \ ; } \text{action3}
\]

With the recognizer as in the example above, it is only possible to specify correct behaviour of the system. Take for instance a recognizer that has to recognize the sequence a,b,c, and suppose that event d is not allowed during this sequence. If the recognizer has seen event a, it will wait until it sees event b. If now event d takes place the recognizer will stay in the same state. The user cannot specify this extra condition (unless by specifying all possible bad behaviours). An extra part is added to the recognizer definition, which is called the verify part, where events are specified that must or must not occur between the recognition of the first and last event of a sequence. The verify part has its own actions related to it:

\[
\text{ Sequences a \$begin\_verify 1 \ b \$end\_verify \ c}
\]
\[
\text{DO action1 \ ; } \text{action2 \ ; } \text{action3}
\]
\[
\text{VERIFY 1 d}
\]
\[
\text{DO action4 \ ; } \text{action5 \ ; } \text{action6}
\]

The verify conditions described above only concern the presence or absence of event occurrences. This, however, is not the only information that can be used to verify that the system behaves correctly. Information provided by sequential debuggers can be used like the values of variables or expressions. This possibility is given by the MaTEAM debugger [BFMSV83].

OVERVIEW OF THE FRAMEWORK

In figure 1 a global overview is given of the framework for the debugger. The different parts of the debugger will only be described briefly, due to limitations in the available space here. Of these parts only the LDBs and the probes reside on the same nodes as the debuggee. To reduce the probe effect the other parts are placed on free nodes.

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is an interface between the user and the actual debugger. Its task is to offer the user easy control over the debugger and provide some useful functions. This interface is described in [Berendse92].

The GUI interacts with the controller. This controller takes care of the interaction between the GUI and the other parts of the debugger: the global debugger (GLDB) and the database. But other tools could be plugged in to the controller like the preprocessor for adding probes to the application, a normal command tool or a window to display/edit source code.

The main task of the database is to store the events generated by the application program. These events can be used for a replay so that the user can inspect the system behaviour at his own speed. The events in the database can also be used to answer queries about the system performance.

The GLDB is the main part of the distributed debugger. It receives commands from the controller. It must process these commands and send commands to the local debuggers (LDBs). The GLDB collects the resulting replies and send them back to the controller. The GLDB thus is a distributor that communicates with the LDBs.

The LDBs are installed on every node where processes run that have to be debugged. This means that only the LDBs (and the probes) run on the same nodes as the debuggee. The LDBs perform the commands of the GLDB and send back the results.

The probes are part of the user process. They provide the events on which the debugger is based. Sequential debuggers are added to this framework for two reasons. First, the event-based approach is not enough to locate a bug. It is a technique to narrow down the area of the bug. After unexpected events are found, the programmer must interact with the sequential debugger to exactly locate the error. By integrating the sequential debugger in the design, the user can simply request to connect a such a debugger to one or more tasks. The second reason is that it is allowed to specify sequential debugger commands as actions of the recognizers. For this, the sequential debugger must be connected to the LDB. Possible actions, including sequential debug actions, are:

- Add new filter definition.
- Remove existing filter definition.
- Add new recognizer definition.

FIGURE 1: Overview of the framework
- Remove existing recognizer definition.
- Return task (thread) status.
- Stop/resume/delay task (thread).
- Quit LDB.
- Other commands for the sequential debugger.

CONCLUSION
In this paper a debugger for a distributed (real-time) system is presented. The project started in 1991, but because the debugger is based on an earlier one, designed for a parallel system [Scholten90] [Sauer90], already some results can be shown.

Main features of the debugger are modularity with pluggable units, the programmable recognizers and filters. Filters are used to restrict the number of events that reach the debugger. Recognizers recognize the behaviour of a (distributed) program and cope with the complexity and concurrency of distributed systems. Interaction between processes can be analysed and acted upon.

Some parts are implemented, these are the recognizers and filters and parts of the user interface. The probes are being programmed and tuned at the moment. The sequential debugger is adapted in such a way that it fits under the graphical user interface. Furthermore a prototype of a "back-nace" mechanism is added to the sequential debugger, which enables the programmer to undo instructions that are executed.

Future work will include the implementation of the database and research in the field of presentation and analysis of event histories.
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